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From 
Indonesia 
National 
Gallery 

Gratitude to God Almighty that the exhibition cooperation between Indonesia 
National Gallery, Jakarta and The National Gallery, Bangkok can be held well. 

Cooperation exhibition between Indonesia National Gallery and The National 
Gallery, Bangkok is a continuation of our international cooperation program in 
order to enhance role and cooperation among art museums in Asia. As parts of 
initiators for "Beijing Resolution" at Asian Art Museum Directors' Forum 2006, 
Indonesia and Thailand attempt to keep improving more active roles to support 
understanding as well as cultural cooperation between both friendly countries, 
including collaboration with art institutions in Asia. 

" PATHWAYS: Works by Indonesia and Thai Artists" is the third collaboration 
exhibition of our national gallery after "Titian Masa" cooperated with Balai Seni 
Lukis Negara, Malaysia (2007) and "HARAPAN: Facing Possibilities in Indonesia 
and Phillipines Art (2008)" . It is cordially hoped that this exhibition which displays 
best collections of each art institutions can achieve positive response especially 
from art public in Bangkok, and generally from whole Thailand . 

Indonesia National Gallery conveys its warmest gratitude to The National Gallery, 
Bangkok (Thailand) and the Embassy of the Republic of Indonesia as well as all 
parties supporting this exhibition well and successfully. 

Jakarta, November 2009 

Tubagus Sukmana 
Director of Indonesia National Gallery 

Preface 
From 
The 
National 
Gallery, 
Thailand 

On behalf of the National Gallery, Thailand, I would like to express my honor 
to corporate with the National Gallery, Indonesia, in organizing an exhibition 
"Pathways: Correspondences in Indonesian and Thai Art Today", in which, as a 
result from the conclusion of the 3rd Asian Art Museum Director's Forum 2008 
in Japan. The Director of the National Gallery, Indonesia-Mr.Tubagus Sukmana
and I agreed in arrangement of Thai-Indonesian contemporary art exhibition in 
November 2009, aimed to strengthen the partnership between two countries using 
art as a medium. 

The exhibition will display paintings and sculptures from the collection of two 
institutions, concerning the issue of contemporary art in the present day. Each piece 
of art created by renowned artists from the two nations; containing a reflection 
of their history, daily-life, as well as art and cultural aspects. In addition, we 
will corporate in organizing seminar regarding exchange museum management 
strategies within two countries and contemporary art in Indonesia to the public as 
well. 

I would like to express my appreciation to Mr. Tubagus Sukmana, Director, and 
Mr. Rizki A Zaelani, curator of the National Gallery, Indonesia, and all make the 
event possible. Anticipate the forthcoming correlation between us; hopefully, 
the exhibition would encourage art and culture learning experience and a better 
understanding between people of the two nations as well. 

November 2009 

Patchanee Chandrasakha 
Director of the National Gallery, Thailand 
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